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A strong optical nonlinearity arises when coherent light is scattered by a semiconductor quantum
dot (QD) coupled to a nano-photonic waveguide. We exploit the Fano effect in such a waveguide
to control the phase of the quantum interference underpinning the nonlinearity, demonstrating a
tunable quantum optical filter which converts a coherent input state into either a bunched, or
antibunched non-classical output state. We show theoretically that the generation of non-classical
light is predicated on the formation of a two-photon bound state due to the interaction of the input
coherent state with the QD. Our model demonstrates that the tunable photon statistics arise from
the dependence of the sign of two-photon interference (either constructive or destructive) on the
detuning of the input relative to the Fano resonance.
The generation of non-classical light is a fundamen-
tal requirement for the operation of integrated quantum
photonic devices. For example, a single photon input
is a prerequisite for linear optical quantum computing
[1], whilst the use of NOON states may enable sensing
with Heisenberg-limited precision in the field of quan-
tum metrology [2, 3]. Photon emission by few-level quan-
tum systems such as quantum dots (QDs) is commonly
used to address this challenge, enabling the generation
of single- [4] and two-photon [5] states, as well as the
creation of entangled states on-chip [6].
Photon number-state filtering of a coherent input rep-
resents a markedly different approach, which has the po-
tential to generate both bunched, and antibunched non-
classical light on demand. A coherent input state can
be considered as a weighted sum of different number
states [7]. Selective enhancement or suppression of spe-
cific number-states therefore enables conversion of the
classical input into a quantum output state. This was
first demonstrated in a semiconductor device by using the
anharmonicity of the levels of a strongly-coupled, QD-
cavity system to filter one- or two-photon states from
a coherent input state [8–10]. More recently, photon-
number-dependent constructive or destructive quantum
interference in weakly-coupled QD-cavity devices has
been used to achieve the same goal [11–13].
The Fano effect presents an intriguing mechanism for
tunable number-state filtering [14, 15], which remains un-
explored experimentally. A Fano resonance arises due to
interference between a discrete transition and a back-
ground continuum [16], with the maxima and minima of
the spectral lineshape being the result of constructive and
destructive interference respectively. The change in in-
terference with detuning of the coherent input relative
to the Fano resonance can be used to enable tunable
number-state filtering in a suitably engineered device.
To demonstrate this, we employ an integrated quantum
photonic device comprising a single quantum two-level
system, namely a QD, coupled to a single-mode waveg-
uide. In an ideal waveguide, single photons resonant with
a QD transition are fully reflected, due to destructive in-
terference in the transmission direction between photons
scattered from the QD and the driving laser field [17].
This results in a symmetric spectral profile in transmis-
sion, as shown in Fig. 1a. However, a real waveguide can
exhibit Fabry-Pe´rot (F-P) modes arising from reflections
within the device. The phase of the laser field is then de-
pendent on the detuning relative to the F-P modes, and
a Fano resonance will be observed if the QD transition is
detuned from a F-P mode [18, 19], as shown in Fig. 1b.
For the output photon statistics, the behaviour of two-
photon states is of importance. It has been predicted for
an ideal waveguide that, on resonance with the QD tran-
sition, two-photon states are preferentially transmitted (a
manifestation of the nonlinear interaction between pho-
tons and the QD at the single photon level), and the out-
put state is bunched [17]. Similarly, bunching will occur
when the input is detuned to the destructive interference
regime of a Fano resonance. Notably, when the input
is detuned to the constructive interference regime, the
possibility arises of the output state being antibunched
[15]. Such a non-classical output state, tunable across
the Fano resonance, has yet to be demonstrated for an
integrated quantum photonic device.
In this Letter, we demonstrate a tunable quantum op-
tical filter using an integrated device comprising a sin-
gle QD coupled to a single-mode nano-photonic waveg-
uide. We inject a tunable, coherent laser field into
the waveguide, and observe a Fano resonance in trans-
mission. We show that the transmitted state photon
statistics are antibunched when resonant with the Fano
maximum and bunched at the Fano minimum, evidence
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2FIG. 1. (a) Calculated single photon transmission for a waveg-
uide containing a single QD (upper schematic), as a function
of the input detuning relative to the QD transition. δ is the
QD transition linewidth. (b) Calculated transmission for a
waveguide containing a single QD and supporting F-P modes
due to partially reflective interfaces (PRIs) in the waveg-
uide (upper schematic). The QD transition is either resonant
(dashed red line) or non-resonant (dotted blue line) with the
F-P mode. The transmission for the same waveguide without
a QD is shown by a black solid line for reference. FSR stands
for free spectral range.
of tunable number-state filtering. The tuning can be
achieved either by changing the laser wavelength or by
electrically Stark-shifting the QD transition, demonstrat-
ing control of the photon statistics locally, on-chip. We
model the system and show that the formation of a two-
photon bound (frequency entangled) state is critical to
observe number-state filtering. Furthermore, antibunch-
ing is only achieved in the case of destructive interference
of two-photon product states and bound states, which
becomes possible due to the Fano resonance.
Fig. 2a shows a scanning electron microscope image of
our quantum optical filter, which was fabricated within
a 170nm thick, GaAs p-i-n membrane. InGaAs self-
assembled QDs were embedded in the intrinsic region
of the membrane and could be Stark tuned by applica-
tion of a bias to the diode. (Details of the wafer, de-
vice design and experimental procedures can be found
in the Supplemental Material [20].) The device consists
of a suspended single-mode photonic crystal waveguide
(PhCWG) with nanobeam waveguides attached to ei-
ther end. The waveguides are terminated with semi-
circular Bragg gratings which enable vertical in- and out-
coupling of light. The PhCWG has a photonic band
edge at ∼916nm, which was measured using waveguide-
transmitted, non-resonant photoluminescence (PL) from
the ensemble of QDs. The PL was excited in one Bragg
coupler and detected from the other coupler, and is
shown in Fig. 2b. F-P modes are revealed through os-
cillations in the transmitted intensity. The mode spacing
of ∼2nm suggests that the dominant reflection occurs at
the two Bragg coupler-nanobeam waveguide interfaces.
QDs emitting in spectral proximity to the PhCWG
band edge experience a slow light-induced Purcell en-
FIG. 2. (a) Scanning electron microscope image of the nano-
photonic device. The triangle shows the approximate location
of the QD studied here, situated in a slow light PhCWG. (b)
Device transmission probed using high power non-resonant
PL (500µW at 780nm). The black arrow indicates the lo-
cation of the photonic band edge. (c) Resonant photolumi-
nescence excitation spectrum for the trion state of the QD
located in the PhCWG (circles), with spectral position given
by the red dashed arrow in (b). The background laser scatter
has been subtracted. The line is a Voigt fit to the data.
hancement [21]. The Purcell enhancement increases the
QD exciton decay rate and consequently reduces the im-
pact of dephasing on the coherence of the exciton emis-
sion. It also increases the β-factor which characterises
the optical coupling strength between the QD and the
waveguide mode [22], with a value as large as 0.98 pre-
viously reported [23]. In this regime, the QD may be
considered as a ‘1D atom’, coupling almost uniquely to
the single mode of the waveguide.
Resonance fluorescence measurements, with excitation
from above the QD and collection from an outcoupler,
were used to locate a suitable single QD in the PhCWG.
Fig. 2c shows the resonant photoluminescence excitation
spectrum for such a QD, obtained by scanning a narrow-
band continuous wave laser across the QD transition. Its
wavelength of 915.045nm lies within 1nm of the PhCWG
band edge. The transition is likely to be a charged trion,
as we typically observe fine-structure splitting for the QD
neutral exciton in this sample [24]. In a separate mea-
surement using resonant pulsed excitation (not shown),
the lifetime of the trion state was found to be 150±30ps,
which corresponds to a radiatively-limited linewidth of
4-6µeV. We measured an ensemble lifetime of 750ps for
QDs in the bulk of the sample and therefore estimate a
Purcell factor of ∼5. The linewidth in Fig. 2c is broad-
ened to 15µeV due to spectral wandering. We note that
the QD could be Stark-tuned over more than 100µeV, en-
abling full electrical control of the laser-trion detuning.
We next probe the effect of the same single QD on the
waveguide transmission. A weak, tunable, continuous-
wave laser was injected into the waveguide. The laser
power was chosen such that, on average, less than one
photon interacted with the QD within the trion lifetime.
The transmission is therefore largely determined by the
interaction of single photons with the QD. Fig. 3a shows
the transmission as a function of laser-trion detuning,
3FIG. 3. (a) Measured waveguide transmission as a function
of laser-trion detuning (circles), normalised to the transmis-
sion measured at large detuning. The solid line is a Breit-
Wigner-Fano fit to the data. (b,c) Second order autocorre-
lation function g(2)(τ) at a detuning of (b) +9µeV and (c)
–9µeV, as indicated in (a). The data has been normalised to
the value of g(2)(τ) at long time delay. Error bars correspond
to the square root of the coincidence counts in each time bin.
(d) g(2)(0) (red filled circles) and normalised waveguide trans-
mission (blue open circles) as a function of laser-trion detun-
ing. Error bars originate from fitting of the full g(2)(τ) data.
Solid and dashed lines represent the result of modelling (see
text for details). The axis for g(2)(0) is logarithmic.
which was controlled by changing the laser wavelength
[25]. The transmission is normalised to the background
level measured in the absence of the laser-trion interac-
tion. (This was achieved by electrical tuning of the QD
transition far out of resonance with the laser.) A char-
acteristic dispersive Fano lineshape is observed, due to
interference between photons scattered from the QD and
the driving laser field. Note that the minimum transmis-
sion is as small as 40%, which is evidence for the strong
interaction between single photons and the QD.
Now we consider the photon statistics of the trans-
mitted field. Using a Hanbury Brown-Twiss setup, the
second order autocorrelation function g(2)(τ) was mea-
sured as a function of laser-trion detuning. The con-
volved instrument response time was 80ps. In Fig. 3b-c
we compare the normalised g(2)(τ) histograms for laser-
trion detunings of +9µeV and –9µeV, which correspond
to the Fano transmission minimum and maximum respec-
tively. At a detuning of +9µeV substantial bunching
is observed, with g(2)(0)=2.02±0.07. After deconvolu-
tion with the instrument response function, we obtain a
g(2)(0) value of 2.20±0.08, which is greater than the ther-
mal classical limit. In sharp contrast, clear antibunching
is measured at a detuning of –9µeV, demonstrating the
successful filtering out of two-photon states from the co-
herent input state. To demonstrate the tunability of our
device, Fig. 3d shows the measured g(2)(0) as a func-
tion of the laser-trion detuning, covering the full spectral
width of the Fano resonance. From negative to positive
detuning, a dispersive lineshape is seen in the photon
statistics, whilst at large detuning the photon statistics
are those of a coherent state, with g(2)(0) equal to unity.
Thus, we have demonstrated that the photon statistics
can be manipulated by means of number-state filtering
using the detuning as the single control parameter. (See
the Supplemental Material for measurements where the
Stark shift of the QD transition was used as the control
parameter.)
Understanding of the output photon statistics requires
consideration of two kinds of two-photon states, namely
(separable) product states and (frequency entangled)
bound states [26–28]. We note that for two-photon prod-
uct states, constructive or destructive interference at the
Fano resonance follows that of single-photon states. This
implies that in the absence of bound states, a coherent
input would always result in a coherent output. Obser-
vation of photon number-state filtering must therefore be
related to the formation of the bound states. Indeed, the
bound states have been shown to explain bunching [28].
However, their presence alone is insufficient to explain the
observed antibunching. To account for the antibunching,
it is also necessary to consider interference between two-
photon product states and bound states, as our following
analysis shows. In particular, we identify the conditions
under which antibunching becomes possible, and the role
of F-P modes in this.
To gain the necessary insight, we model the system
using the input-output formalism [15]. The g(1) and g(2)
two-time correlation functions are given by
g(1)(t, t′) =
1
t20
〈α|cˆ†out(t
′)cˆout(t)|α〉, (1)
g(2)(t, t′) =
〈α|cˆ†out(t)cˆ
†
out(t
′)cˆout(t
′)cˆout(t)|α〉
g(1)(t, t)g(1)(t′, t′)
, (2)
where t0 is the bare waveguide transmission amplitude
in the absence of the QD, evaluated at the wavelength of
the QD transition. The input coherent state is |α〉, whilst
cˆout are the output field annihilation operators. In the
low power, stationary limit (t → ∞), with β = 1 and
neglecting QD dephasing, we find that
g(1) =
(δ˜ + tanφ)2
(1 + δ˜2)
= |t1|
2, (3)
g(2)(0) =
1
|t1|4
∣
∣
∣∣t1t1 +
e2iφ
T0(1 + δ˜2)
∣
∣
∣∣
2
(4)
= 1 +
1
T02(δ˜ + tan(φ))4
+
2 cos 2φ
T0(δ˜ + tan(φ))2
, (5)
where δ˜ is the detuning of the laser from the QD tran-
sition. The detuning is normalized to γ/2, where γ
4FIG. 4. Theoretical transmission |t1|
2 (upper panels) and
g(2)(0) (lower panels - solid black lines) as a function of the
detuning between the laser and the QD transition, for a bare
waveguide transmission of (a) T0 = 1 and (b) T0 = 0.15. An-
tibunching can clearly be seen at a detuning corresponding to
the Fano maximum, indicated by the arrows. Also shown are
the contributions to the g(2)(0) from the two-photon bound
state (red dotted lines) and the interference between two-
photon product and bound states (blue dashed lines). The
contribution to g(2)(0) from the two-photon product state is
equal to unity for all detunings (see Eq. 4).
denotes the transition decay rate. The single photon
transmission amplitude is given by t1, T0 = t
2
0 and
φ = tan−1(−
√
1− t20/t0). Note that φ is related to the
detuning of the QD transition from the F-P modes. The
full time-dependent expressions, also accounting for QD
dephasing and non-unity β-factor, can be found in the
Supplemental Material.
We fit the model to the experimental g(2)(0) data, then
use the same best-fit parameters to evaluate the nor-
malised transmission using the equation for g(1). The re-
sulting fits are shown in Fig. 3d, showing very good agree-
ment with the experimental results for both the transmis-
sion and the g(2)(0). The model clearly reproduces the
most significant feature of the measured data, namely the
generation of an antibunched transmitted field at nega-
tive detuning in addition to bunching at positive detun-
ing. (See the Supplemental Material for more details of
the fitting procedure.)
We now consider the physical process underpinning the
quantum optical filter, using Eqs. (4) and (5). Eq. (4)
reveals interference between two-photon product states
and two-photon bound states [15] (the first and the sec-
ond term in the modulus squared, respectively). The
first two terms in Eq. (5), obtained after evaluation of the
modulus, represent the bare contributions to g(2)(0) from
the product states (the unity term) and the bound states,
respectively, and the third term describes interference be-
tween the two-photon states. Analysis of Eqs. (4) and (5)
leads to several immediate conclusions. First, it is clear
that the formation of the bound state is critical for the
generation of non-classical light, as in its absence g(2)(0)
equals unity. Secondly, the bound state term in Eq. 5
is positively valued, and the first two terms combined
would only lead to g(2)(0) ≥ 1, i.e. either a coherent or
bunched output state. Evidently, antibunching can only
arise in the case of destructive two-photon interference,
for which the third term in Eq. 5 is negative. The latter
is possible in the case when φ < pi/4 and hence for bare
waveguide transmission T0 < 0.5. One should note that
access to this regime in an otherwise ideal waveguide is
enabled by the presence of F-P modes (whose presence
also gives rise to the Fano effect.)
This is illustrated in Fig. 4, in which we plot the trans-
mission |t1|
2 = g(1) and g(2)(0), for representative values
of T0 = 1 and T0 = 0.15. T0 = 1 corresponds to a QD in
a perfectly transmissive waveguide, while at T0 = 0.15
a QD is significantly off-resonant with an F-P mode.
When T0 = 1, both the bound state contribution and
the interference term are positive, and bunching is pre-
dicted across the whole range of detuning in Fig. 4a, in
agreement with Ref. [15]. However, for T0 = 0.15 the
interference term is negative, and where it outweighs the
contribution from the bound state, antibunching occurs.
Notably, one expects antibunching at the Fano transmis-
sion maximum, as observed experimentally. (This is indi-
cated by arrows in Fig. 4b). In particular, for T0 = 0.15,
g(2)(0) is expected to be as low as 0.5 at the Fano max-
imum; furthermore, g(2)(0) → 0 as T0 → 0 in the ideal
case scenario. Physically, the Fano maximum favours
transmission of single photons from the coherent input.
At the same time, the contribution to the output from
the two-photon product states is suppressed due to de-
structive interference with the bound states, resulting in
antibunching.
The tunable number-state filtering effect, which we ob-
serve, is therefore critically dependent on two factors: the
formation of a two-photon bound state, which enables
non-classical light to be generated in the first instance;
and the destructive interference of the two-photon prod-
uct state and bound state. The filter switches the out-
put between bunched and antibunched, dependent on the
strength of the destructive interference effect; this in turn
depends on the detuning relative to the Fano resonance.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated an integrated,
tunable quantum optical filter which exploits the Fano
effect to convert a coherent input state into either a
bunched, or antibunched non-classical output state, and
provided its theoretical analysis. The filter is formed
from a single QD coupled to a nano-photonic waveguide,
which supports Fabry-Pe´rot modes. A Fano resonance
is observed in the waveguide transmission as a coher-
ent input laser is tuned across the QD transition. Anti-
bunching of the output state is observed when the laser
is resonant with the Fano maximum, and bunching at
the Fano minimum. Switching between the two states
5is achieved by controlling the detuning of the laser rela-
tive to the Fano resonance, either by changing the laser
wavelength, or locally, using the quantum-confined Stark
effect. Notably, antibunching is only observed due to the
presence of the Fano resonance. We have shown theo-
retically that the non-classical output state is critically
dependent on the formation of a two-photon bound state
due to interaction of the coherent input with the QD, and
that control over the photon statistics arises due to the
change between constructive and destructive two-photon
interference at the extrema of the Fano resonance.
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